
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

CGL Rock CGL Rock CGL Rock CGL Rock Vs Vs Vs Vs NexusNexusNexusNexus    

8888////12121212/2018/2018/2018/2018    

POM: (Nexus) 

POM: (CGL Rock) 

  

Newley formed, only this season, CGL Rock started well, playing some great netball and were able 

to take the lead finishing the quarter with a 2 goal lead. Second quarter Nexus defence fought 

hard and got lots of interceptions by their amazingly tall GK, rebounds were batted away to their 

team which was then converted by their GA who now seemed to have her eye, CGL Rock 

shooters appeared to lose confidence.  Nexus’s determination reflects the half time score CGL 

Rock had given up their lead by 4 goals 

The 3rd qtr saw Nexus extend their lead by another 4 goals, GA movement within the circle was 

smart needing both GCL Rock defence to cover where she hardly missed a goal.  

The final qtr CGL Rock worked hard made a change on court bringing a new WD, moving the WD 

to WA and taking off the current WA, Rock wanted to bring on fresh legs and a change was 

needed but they were unable to catch the lead that Nexus has gained their momentum in the 

second qtr and denying CGL Rock the extra point. 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: CGL Rock 31CGL Rock 31CGL Rock 31CGL Rock 31    ----    41 Nexus41 Nexus41 Nexus41 Nexus    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Thunderbirds 6Thunderbirds 6Thunderbirds 6Thunderbirds 6    Vs Vs Vs Vs CGL RockCGL RockCGL RockCGL Rock    

20202020////11110/2010/2010/2010/2018888    

POM: Jenny Obin (TB6) 

POM: Charlotte Bolden (CGL Rock) 

  

Hurrah the sun is shining, with the disappoint of the last 2 games being cancelled due to rain, 

everyone was keen to get back on the courts.  

Great passing and shooting by both teams made it impossible for that all important turnover. 

Holly Humphries and Sandra Timney worked well in defence for Thunderbirds trying to stop the 

amazing goals from ROCKS Charlotte Bolden. Thunderbirds did take the lead for the 1st qrt 12-11.  

2nd QRT 22-19 

Thunderbirds had a strong start with great Centre court Play to feed balls to their shooters Jane 

Hodgets and Jenny Obin. ROCK defence stepped up and made fast passing into the circle tricky. 

Thunderbirds had to make several passes before the ball eventually reached the shooters and 

score. 

3rd QRT 30-27 

Both teams made a few changes trying to strengthen their changes as the game still remained 

very close. Thunderbirds kept their flow and pressured ROCK in attack this enabled them to retain 

the lead.  

With the glorious weather it was certainly a great day for netball. Both team continued to fight 

for the lead and showed no signs of giving up. Thunderbirds managed several turnovers in the 

last 15 mins to lead by 7 goals at one point but ROCK dug deep with incredible play from the 

whole team brought the score back to within 3.  

 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Thunderbirds 6 Thunderbirds 6 Thunderbirds 6 Thunderbirds 6     42 42 42 42 ----    CGL RockCGL RockCGL RockCGL Rock    39393939    

    

 

 


